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THE GENERATING FUNCTION OF TWO-STACK
SORTABLE PERMUTATIONS BY DESCENTS IS
REAL-ROOTED
PETTER BRÄNDÉN
Abstrat. Bóna has onjetured that, for xed n ≥ 0 and t ≥ 1,
the generating funtion of t-stak sortable permutations of length n by
desents is real-rooted. The onjeture is known to be true for t = 1
and t = n− 1. Here we prove it for t = 2.
1. Introdution
Let Wt(n, k) be the number of t-stak sortable permutations in the sym-
metri group, Sn, with k desents. Reently, Bóna [1, 2℄ showed that for
xed n and t the numbersWt(n, k) form a unimodal sequene. LetWn,t(x) =∑n−1
k=0 Wt(n, k)x
k
. A suient ondition on a nonnegative sequene to be uni-
modal is that the orresponding polynomial is real-rooted. When t = n− 1
and t = 1 we get the Eulerian and the Narayana polynomials respetively.
These are known to be real-rooted and Bóna onjetures that the same is
true for general t. In what follows we will prove the onjeture for t = 2.
Let W be the set of nite words on N without repetitions. If w is any
nonempty word we may write it as the onatenation w = LnR where n is
the greatest letter of w and L and R are the subwords to the left and right
of n respetively. The stak-sorting operation s : W → W may be dened
reursively by
s(w) =
{
w, if w is the empty word,
s(L)s(R)n, if w = LnR is nonempty.
The stak sortable permutations in Sn are the permutations whih are mapped
by s to the identity permutation. Similarly, a permutation is alled t-stak
sortable if st(pi) is the identity permutation.
2. Stak sortable permutations and Jaobi polynomials
The number of stak sortable permutations of length n with k desents
are known [10℄ to be the famous Narayana numbers [11, 12℄
W1(n, k) =
1
n
(
n
k
)(
n
k + 1
)
.
The Narayana polynomials Wn,1(x) are known to have real zeros. A sim-
ple proof of this fat is obtained by expressing Wn,1(x) in terms of Jaobi
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polynomials. Reall the denition of the hypergeometri funtion 2F1:
2F1 (a, b; c; z) =
∞∑
n=0
(a)n(b)nz
n
(c)nn!
,
where (α)0 = 1 and (α)n = α(α+1) · · · (α+n− 1) when n ≥ 1. The Jaobi
polynomial P
(α,β)
n (x) an be expressed in the following two ways [9, Page
254℄:
P (α,β)n (x) =
(1 + α)n
n!
2F1
(
−n, 1 + α+ β + n; 1 + α;
1− x
2
)
, (1)
P (α,β)n (x) =
(1 + α)n
n!
(
x+ 1
2
)n
2F1
(
−n,−β − n; 1 + α;
x− 1
x+ 1
)
. (2)
Rewriting W1(n+ 1, k) we end up with
Wn+1,1(x) = 2F1 (−n,−n− 1; 2;x) ,
whih by (2) gives
Wn+1,1(x) =
1
n+ 1
(1− x)nP (1,1)n
(
1 + x
1− x
)
.
Sine the Jaobi polynomials are orthogonal when α, β > −1 we know that
Wn,1(x) is real- and simple-rooted and that the zeros of Wn,1(x) stritly
interlae the zeros of Wn+1,1(x), that is, {Wn+1,1(x)}
∞
n=0 form a Sturm se-
quene.
The numbers W2(n, k) are surprisingly hard to determine despite of their
ompat and simple form. It was reently shown that
W2(n, k) =
(n+ k)!(2n − k − 1)!
(k + 1)!(n − k)!(2k + 1)!(2n − 2k − 1)!
.
See [3, 6, 7, 8℄ for proofs and more information on 2-stak sortable permu-
tations.
A sequene of real numbers Γ = {γk}
n
k=0 is alled an n-sequene (of the
rst kind) if for any real-rooted polynomial f = a0 + a1x + · · · + anx
n
of
degree at most n the polynomial Γ(f) := a0γ0 + a1γ1x + · · · + anγnx
n
is
real-rooted. There is a simple algebrai haraterisation of n-sequenes [5℄:
Theorem 1. Let Γ = {γk}
n
k=0 be a sequene of real numbers. Then Γ is an
n-sequene of the rst kind if and only if Γ[(x + 1)n] is real-rooted with all
its zeros of the same sign.
We need the following lemma:
Lemma 2. Let n be a positive integer and r a non-negative real number.
Then Γ = {
(
−n−r
k
)
}nk=0 is an n-sequene.
Proof. Let r > 0. Then
Γ[(x+ 1)n] =
n∑
k=0
(
−n− r
k
)(
n
k
)
xk
= 2F1 (−n, n+ r; 1;x)
= P (0,r−1)n (1− 2x),
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where the last equality follows from (1). Sine the Jaobi polynomials are
known to have all their zeros in [−1, 1] when α, β > −1 we have that Γ[(x+
1)n] has all its zeros in [0, 1]. The ase r = 0 follows by ontinuity when we
let r tend to zero from above. 
From the ase r = 0 in Lemma 2 and the identity
n∑
k=0
(
2n− k − 1
n− 1
)(
n
k
)
xk = (−1)n
n∑
k=0
(
−n
k
)(
n
k
)
(−x)n−k,
it follows that
(2n−k−1
n−1
)
is an n-sequene.
Theorem 3. For all n ≥ 0 the polynomial W2,n(x), whih reords 2-stak
sortable permutations by desents, is real-rooted.
Proof. We may write W2(n, k) as
W2(n, k) =
(2n−k−1
n−1
)(
n+k
n−1
)( 2n
2k+1
)
n2
(2n
n
) .
A well known result on real-rooted polynomials reads as follows: If
∑
i aix
i
is a polynomial having only real non-positive zeros then so is the polynomial∑
i akix
i
, where k is any positive integer. For a proof see [4, Theorem 3.5.4℄.
Applying this result to the polynomial x(1 + x)2n we see that
∑
k
( 2n
2k+1
)
xk
is real-rooted. Now,
n−1∑
k=0
(
n+ k
n− 1
)(
2n
2k + 1
)
xk =
n−1∑
k=0
(
2n − k − 1
n− 1
)(
2n
2k + 1
)
xn−1−k,
whih by the disussion after Lemma 2 is real-rooted. Another appliation
of Lemma 2 gives that Wn,2(x) is real-rooted. 
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